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There have been a number of reports on the skills shortage in the UK construction and built 

environment sectors over the past few years. This issue been identified for a number of years 

with the reduction in direct employment levels, rise of self-employment models, reduction in 

the number of apprentices coming through in both public and private sectors and a fragmented 

approach to training and qualification standards across the electrotechnical industry. This has 

led to a lack of sustained training in many key sectors, and a lack of clarity for clients, local 

authorities, housing associations and residents on who is qualified and competent to 

undertake work on their homes.  

 

Skills Shortage in Numbers  

 

The Homeserve Foundation estimates 1.25 million extra construction workers are required by 

2030, with 305,000 construction and trades apprenticeships needed to boost the construction 

trades sector as a whole, with 228,000 needed in key trades such as electrical installation 

(March 2021).  

 

 
 

CITB’s Construction Skills Network forecasts an extra 217,000 workers by 2025 required to 

rebound from the Covid-19 pandemic with electrical installation deemed to be one of the most 

in demand trades (June 2021). The number of self-employed in construction is estimated to 

be about 35% of the workforce and 32% of the workforce are over 50 years of age. Added to  
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this, less than half of the 36,000 in further education in the construction occupations will end 

up employed in the sector as this training does not provide the skills and practical experience  

required by employers (Construction Leadership Council Skills Plan June 2021). So, we have 

rising self-employment levels, contributing to a reduction in training and apprenticeships, an  

ageing workforce and a training model not providing industry with the necessary skills for the 

future.  

 

For the social housing sector, greater focus is now being given to Building Safety, Net Zero 

emissions, electrification of heat, electric vehicle charging, smart home technology and the 

internet of things, digitisation and network infrastructure. This means there will be a huge 

demand for greater skills within the electrotechnical sphere.  

 

The move to Net Carbon Zero  

 

Recent developments on the move to net zero carbon by 2050 (and respective devolved 

nations of 2050 for Wales and Northern Ireland, and 2045 in Scotland) have brought this back 

into sharper focus. The construction industry and wider built environment will play an essential 

role in helping to achieve this target.  

 

 

 

Over the next few years there is an expected surge in demand for greater electrification of 

transport, energy efficiency, storage and for low carbon methods of heating. For example, 

600,000 heat pumps will be required every year by 2028 (Government’s Green Plan, 

announced November 2020). There are a number of organisations in the low carbon sector 

considering how to recognise and endorse the qualifications, skills and experience of their 

workforce given this expansion.  

 

Reducing carbon produced by buildings is an obvious area of focus for central and local 

government with both new builds and retrofit for existing housing stocks. In the private sector, 

incentives are expected to remain in one form or another for the adoption of these new  
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technologies, the development of smarter, more connected homes, with capacity for greener 

energy generation, storage and electric vehicle charging point installation for homeowners.  

 

Construction needs to attract talented people and ensure they have the right qualifications and 

training for the future industry needs. An improved understanding of competence and better  

oversight to a system ensuring robust standards is also essential. Without these additional 

skilled craft operatives, a shortfall could seriously hamper house building targets and threaten 

the new “green industrial revolution” in areas such as domestic decarbonisation, new power 

sources for electric vehicles and key infrastructure projects all necessary to restart the 

economy after Covid-19.  

 

 

 

 

Building a Safer Future and Industry Skills Plan  

There are huge opportunities within the current skills landscape to better careers, create 

cleaner, greener construction projects, adopt new technology, improve the built environment, 

and boost the economy. Dame Judith Hackitt, as part of her Building a Safer Future report 

following the disaster at Grenfell, identified a lack of suitably qualified and competent 

personnel across the sector leading to lower safety standards, ultimately putting more people 

at risk.  

The recommendations of the latest report, “Setting the Bar”, recommended the establishment 

of standards for a qualified and competent workforce. This includes apprenticeships and 

minimum qualification standards to a Level 2 or 3, ongoing CPD and development, fire safety 

knowledge in buildings being standardised and necessary certification and verification checks 

of the individual through CSCS and Partner Schemes. ECS, covering the electrotechnical 

sector including fire detection and alarm systems, was recognised as an exemplar and quite 

capable of update to encompass the necessary elements of competence once set by industry.  
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To encourage greater use of qualified personnel, and in line with these recommendations, the 

Construction Leadership Council People and Skills workstream has recently released a new 

Skills Plan for the industry to address the threats which exist to recruiting the necessary 

workforce of tomorrow.  

The Skills Plan will tackle key issues around:  

(i) Improving access  

(ii) Boosting routes into construction  

(iii) Raising competence 

(iv) Providing skills necessary for a modern industry  

Access and routes into the industry will be made fit for purpose; those skills and the practical 

experience necessary to gain permanent employment including modern methods and 

emerging technologies. This leads to greater levels of competence and better standards of 

safety across the built environment.  

 

ECS Check – Greater Visibility for Clients and Contractors 

 

There is a real danger in shortcuts emerging with a skills shortage, in that less focus is given 

to ensure people are suitably qualified and competent for the role they are undertaking. Better 

promotion of apprenticeships, experienced worker assessment routes, training, CPD, safety 

knowledge and reassessment all need to be considered. Self-declarations of competency will 

always prove dangerous given the subjective approach, particularly from those keen to find 

the quickest and simplest ways of obtaining work or declaring competent status. 

Apprenticeships remain the backbone of necessary skills development and are at the heart of 

this issue. Ensuring personnel are certified across all sectors, but particularly for those 

managing housing stock, will also be essential to ensure standards are being met.  

CSCS and Partner Schemes, such as ECS for the electrotechnical industry, register and 

evaluate individuals to the relevant industry standard. It is down to the client and company to 

decide on the necessary composition of the workforce given the different types of work to be 

undertaken but that person should still be qualified and competent. If the worst was to happen, 

the Courts or the Building Safety Regulator would likely be particularly scathing, and would 

consider the potential liability attached when evaluating why a client or contractor had chosen 

not to use people verified as suitably qualified and competent for their role. 
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There is more apprenticeship funding available than ever before for people of all ages and 

more adult education funding available for vocational qualifications than ever before. Digital 

platforms such as ECS Check are already in place to verify the workforce through each level 

of the supply chain to check the skills, knowledge, experience and behaviours. Housing 

associations and local authorities should start setting these practices in place now before they 

become mandated by the Building Safety Regulator to help industry proactively raise the bar.  

ECS will continue to push for higher standards as the industry develops the competent 

framework pilots, working across industry to certify individuals against the relevant standard, 

further enhance the use of digital and smart technology solutions, and ensure the industry is 

recognising and promoting the highest standards of training and skills development.  

 

To find out more about ECS Check and the work of the team to raise the bar on 

standards in the industry, please contact Andy Reakes, Head of Growth, at 

andy.reakes@jib.org.uk  
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